
“Dream Catcher” 

With this teaching pack you can learn to create your very 
own dreamcatcher - why not make one for your room?

Tools and Materials:

- Hole Punch
- Paper Plate
- Beads
- Sticky Gems
- Scissors
- String



Gently fold your paper plate over - don’t bend it fully as you 
don’t want any creases, start to cut out the middle section.
Open it back up to neaten the circle

Your plate should end up looking like this



Now you can start to make holes in it where you want to 
thread the string through like so



Now you can start threading, don’t worry too much about 
where you thread through - there is no set pattern and if 
you don’t like a bit you can always unthread it!



Now time to decorate! Because we are using a metallic 
plate we can’t draw on our but if you are using a white plate 
why not draw some patterns on it instead. We are using 
stick on gems to make it more interesting



Now you want to put a hole up the top to thread string to 
hang it - and three holes at the bottom to add more 
decoration to!

Cut some string to loop at the top of your dream catcher



Pull both ends through to create a loop then thread the two 
loose ends through to make it more secure, tie it off at the 
top of the plate and then knot at the loose ends

Now cut some more string for the decorations at the 
bottom, three equal length strings like so



Tie the strings to the bottom and then start threading beads 
on to them - tie the string at the bottom under the beads to 
make sure they don’t fall off!

Trim off any excess string up the top to make it neater



There you have it your very own Dream Catcher! 



Here is another we made to give you inspiration!


